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Manley's Preserve Can. 

The cause of decomposition in fruit, vege
tables, meat, &c., is the oxygen of the atmo
sphere or water, by which they may chance to 
he surrouhded, and to preserve them it is 
necessary that they shall be enclosed in per
fectly air-tight cases. Many kinds of cans, 
jars, and other contrivances, have been in
vented for this purpose, but not one surpasses 
the subject of our description for cheapness of 
construction or simplicity and perfection. 

Fig..l A7-2 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view, and Fig. 2 a 
section of this can, from which at once its 
simplicity will be seen. 

The cover, B, being removed, the substances 
to be preserved are placed in the can, A, 
which is then placed in hot water, the heat 
expels all the air from the inside, and the 
cover is placed in a hole stamped in the top, 
a, to receive it, fusible cement in then poured 
round it, and cold water poured in the cup, 
b, of the top, B; this instantly cools the ce
ment, and the can can be remo;·ed from the hot 
water without the fear of any air entering 
the can. The cover is made slightly inclined 
towards the center, to hold the cement, and fit 
enugly to the cover, B. When it is desired to 
open the can little trouble is necessary, it 
only being requisite to pour hot w;iter into 
the cup, b, of the cover, B, which melts the 
cement, and the cover can be removed with
out there being any danger of the water get
ting inside. They are made of tin plate, and 
can be used very many times, so that they 
are ever ready, and not destroyed with once 
using. 

It is difficult to find any particular feature 
to praise, as in every way they are the very 
perfection of preserve cans, and are the inven
tion of E. Manley, of Marion, N. Y., who 
patented them August 3d, 1858, and from 
whom any further information may be ob
tairied. 
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Paper Bag llIaeblne. 

Paper bag' are much used as convenient 
and chllap packing cases for light articles or 
small quantities of any substance, and al
though they are so cheap and apparently in
significant, yet there has been much ingenuity 
displayed in devising machines for their 

manufacture. The machine, of which our 
engraving (Fig. 1) is a perspective view, is 
the invention of Jacob Keller, of Fairview 
township, Pa., and is intended to make those 
three-cornered bags which are so commonly 
used in our grocery stores and other places 
to contain sugar, candies, &c. By referring 
to the illustrations, in which (Fig. 2) are 
some of the parts separated, to show the op
eration, the machine will be understood. 

A is the frame, B the treddle, which is 
worked up and down by the foot, C the 
sbaft, upon which is a flanged wheel, connect
ed by a pin with shaft, E, also attached to 
D. On the flanged wheel, D, is a roller, H, 
and opposite H is a pin, I, projecting from D. 
J is a lever underneath, which is operated on 
by the roller, H, and is attMhed by a wire to 
the folding frame, K, above, upon which the 
bag is formed or folded. L' is the roller 
which holds the paste, having a sliding feeder 
lIf, attached to the cover. L is a pawl and 
rut.ellet for turning the paste roller. Nand 0 
are two folders attached to the top, forming a 
squill"!.! taLle with hinges, so as to be thrown 
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over by the hand of the operator at right 
angles, and connect the sides of the bag after 
the roller hal deposited the paste on the front 
edge of the paper, next to the paste roller, L'. 
P is a'spring catch, in the center of the ma
chine, immediately above and across the 
shaft, C, having its front end beveled at the 
side, to correspond with beveled point of the 
pin, I. At the back end of this spring catch, 
P, is a small spiral spring, and a lever, R, 
extends from the upright movable frame, S, 
that supports paste roller, L', and is operated 

by a short lever in the center of the machine. 
A short lever or lug is p�rmanently attached 
to and projects from the lower part of the 
movable frame, S, and as it is brought in 
contact with a corresponding lug, V, project
ing downward from the frame, A, the paste 
roller, L', is thrQwn forward on the pa.per at 
top. The pin, I, on the flange wheel, D, then 
presses against the lower end of the short 
lever, by which the lever, R, and the frame, 
S, with its paste roller, L', is thrown back. 
The paper is thus pasted together in a tri-
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angular shaped bag upon the fly lid, W, at 
top, which operates on ordinary hinges. The 
paper having an oblong shape was first laid 
on the top (on folders, N and 0, forming the 
table), with its left side edge projecting about 
an inch over. The front edge of the paper 
being placed on a line with the front edge of 
the top, and on a line with the paste roller, 
L'. The paper being laid thus smooth and 
flat on the top, the operator presses upon the 
treddle, B, and the flanged wheel, D, is partly 
revolved, until its pin, I, raises the spring 
catch, P, at the same time fly lid, W. falls 
down upon the paper at top, the movable 
frame, S, is thrown forward, and thEl paste 
roller, L', deposits the paste on the front edge 
of the paper. The short lever then operates 
on the long lever, R, and the movable frame, 
S, is thrown back, with its paste roller, L', 
and the spiral spring brings the devices of 
the machine back to their places, to perferm 
another pasting operation. 

. 

This machine is simple and effective, and 
was patented by the inventor March 2d, 1858. 
All further information can be obtained by 
addressing B. F. Koller, Shrewsbury, Po.. 
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Smith's Butter-Worker. 

This is a churn and butter-worker com
bined, and makes the several operations of 
butter-making one continuous and easy pro
cess. The cream is placed in the churn and 
taken out as butter, perfectly worked, salted, 
and ready for the market. 

In our engravings Fig. 1 is a perspective 
view of the invention, in which A is the 
churn, suspended by bars and frame, E, and 
pivots, a, on the frame, B. The churn can 

swing in B when desired, but while being 
worked it is retained In an upright position 
by the board, .H, and a catch, b. C is the 
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working shaft (seen better in Fig. 2), having 
on the end that is placed in the churn an en
largement, c, from which project a series of 
dashers, d, of the shape or form shown in the 

engraving. These dashers, 8 though project
ing horizontally from c, and having an hori
zontal rotary motion through the cream, yet 
by their shape they produce the same effect 
as the ordinary dash churn. 

C terminates in a pivot that rests in a shoe 
in the bottom of the churn, and there is a 
small cavity, D, in c, through which the but
termilk, on account of its thinness. can run 
into a vessel placed under the churn to re
ceive it, but the cream or butter, on account 
of their consistency, cannot escape. '[ be shaft, 
C, and dashers are rotated by the bevel gear
ing, F, and handle, G. The handle, G, has 
three square holes in it, either of which can 
be fitted to the wheel as represented in Fig. 
1, so that more or less leverage can be had by 
the operator as the butter becomes harder. 
and more difficult to work. By fitting the 
handle on to a crank pin, or on to a central 
pin, the operator can obtain fiTe different 
lengths of leverage, so that he or she does 
not have any more hard work, as the butter
milk ill being squeezed out, and the salt 
worked in. Fig. 3 shows the cover, I, which 
is in two parts. 

This churn renders the operation of churn
ing and preparing butter for the market very 
simple and easy, and is the invention of Justin 
M. Smith, of Lyme, Conn., from whom any 
further information can be obtained. It was 
patented January 12, 1858. 
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LIGHT AND HEAT.-During the illumina
tion in Albany, N. Y., on the 1st inst., a 
cauldron was filled with dry granulated fire
clay, and gas was allowed to flow through it. 
It"gave out a light equal to 1,000 sperm can
dles, and generated an intense heat. It 
would be a good plan to employ gas in this 
manner for cooking, as dry fire-clay conceu
trates, and thus economizes the heat. 
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